
CREATE YOUR SPACE



WHO THE FUNC? 
An ever-changing world needs ever-changing spaces. 
Fun and functional spaces that you create when you 
need them. Breakout zones, touch down spaces, study 
nooks, conversation corners; you name it, you can do it.
Our award-winning range of screens, mobile walls and 
wall tiles are designed and made right here in the US, 
using the latest sustainable sound absorbing materials.
At func. we believe you should create your space 
and share your ideas, not your noise.

What’s your space?

Configure your world
Don’t just settle for a plain  
product - mix and match your 
colors, pick a print, add some 
accessories, and option it up  
to make your space your own.

Acoustic design
Acoustic theory meets the  
latest sound absorbing materials 
to create products that improve 
the acoustic performance of 
almost any space.

Real recycling 
Our PET is made from 60%  
post-consumer recycled PET 
bottle, 35% pre-consumer PET 
chips and 5% bio-based PLA  
so its 100% recyclable.

Protect your people
Create safe spaces with our 
bleach cleanable, low VOC, and 
formaldehyde-free materials. 
They’re Red List Free, have Class-A 
fire rating, and an enviable NRC.

Made in the USA
We aren’t just about supporting 
our economy, we’re about fast 
delivery, quality craftsmanship 
and less carbon intensive 
transportation.



DESKING SCREENS
Alinta, Mallee, Murri and Cooee Desking screens add a little privacy 
to almost any table or desk. Available in C and L shapes, different 
heights, depths, and clamps make them ideal for converting height 
adjustable surfaces into personal workspaces that work.

BENCHING SCREENS
Unna Benching screens convert tired tables and uninspiring workbenches 
into enviable touchdown spaces. Coming in different depths with 
optional acrylic panels, they create open, personal spaces that take 
the cost out of converting what you have into what you need. 
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SUSPENDED SCREENS
Kaya and Bunji screens fix to ceilings and floor to create privacy 
for spacious spaces, without a full on fit-out. They’re super 
simple to install and offer rotating, sliding or fixed alternatives, 
so you can transform a dead space into a popular place.

FLOOR SCREENS
Four different designs of lightweight, easy-to-move screens 
make it easy to find the right space creator for almost any 
situation. Choose from simple free-standing screens, desk wrap 
arounds, bendable panels or stable feet. It really is up to you.
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Bunji Rotating Screens in Sky



FIXED WALLS
Square, rectangular, circular - what’s your flavor? Cooee Wall and 
Collaboration Tiles add a little color, and whiteboard to your wall.   
Like Cooee Mobile walls, the unique tool rail system lets you hang cups, 
trays, hooks and bins to add a little storage and organization to your life. 

MOBILE WALLS
Cooee Mobile Walls come in different heights, have optional power and the choice  
of casters or height adjustable feet. They’re easy to move and simple to connect.  
With the multipurpose Cooee Cup, one of the many interchangeable accessories that 
use the unique tool rail system, you can also add a little storage and personalization.

Cooee Wall Tiles in Pebble, Ash, Sm
oke and Tar Cooee Biophelia

 Wall in
 Midnight



Cooee Whiteboards, Hooks, Cups, Trays and Bins

COOEE ACCESSORIES
The Cooee Collection lets you accessorize to your heart’s content. Choose from a wide 
range of hooks, cups, trays and bins in 12 colorful colors. For a little extra peace and 
quiet, just add a visor or a hood. If whiteboarding is more your thing, worry not, we have 
3 different sizes. Which accessory and where you take them is entirely up to you.

FUNC.Y FINISHES

Powder Coat

SpiceTeal Marigold TangoFern Terracotta

Light Grey DenimGunmetalAnodized Silver Matte BlackBengal White

Plain PET

Ivory Brick Bark MandarinEcruLinen

FossilChambray GreigeFrost Smoke Pebble

MidnightSlate TarPewterSky Cadet

SunshineMalachite Olive Grass OchreCobalt

Timber Print PET

Eucalyptus Spotted GumIronbark Merbau

Wood Finishes                                                          Acrylic Finishes

Blonde Dark FrostedClearWhite Black
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